Assumptions of the model. DNA replication in an S. pombe cell was modeled as a two-step process. In step 1 pre-RCs were assembled at a fixed number of sites in the genome. The positions of the pre-RCs were chosen at random according to a probability distribution describing the relative likelihood of a pre-RC at each position in the genome. In step 2 assembled pre-RCs were fired, and new DNA strands synthesized. It was assumed that all assembled pre-RCs are equivalent; they fire at random at an instantaneous rate (probability per unit time) that increases during S phase. Consistent with previous data (1) it was assumed that the firing rate increases linearly with time during S phase until it reaches a maximum rate.
2 pre-RC sites were chosen from a probability distribution that incorporated the influences of the high affinity of ORC for AT tracts and the interference of transcription with stable pre-RC formation. For this distribution, the relative probability of pre-RC assembly at position x was given by Pr( ) ∝ ( ) × [, × -.(/)] , where AT(x) is the AT content of a 25 bp window with x at its center, C is a constant, and ( ) has value 0 if the window overlaps a transcription unit and value 1 otherwise. For each molecule whose replication was simulated, pre-RC sites were sequentially chosen according to the distribution Pr( ). Pre-RC sites within 25 nucleotides of a previously chosen site were disallowed to account for possible steric exclusion. The positions of transcription units were obtained from a Genbank annotation of S. pombe chromosome 2 (Schizosaccharomyces_pombe.ASM294v2.23). Blocks of transcribed DNA included annotated mRNAs, tRNAs, snoRNAs, snRNAs, and rRNAs. Non-coding RNAs were not included because of many uncertainties about their levels of expression.
States of pre-RC sites. During simulation of replication of a molecule, a linked list of pre-RC sites was continuously updated to maintain the following state information: the current status of the pre-RC site (potential, activated, completed or disassembled), and the current status of the two replication forks that originated at each pre-RC (fork active or inactive and fork position).
DNA synthesis. Simulation of DNA synthesis was carried out in intervals of 0.01 min.
For each interval, the probability of initiation per pre-RC and the nominal number of nucleotides added at each fork were calculated. Pre-RC sites were then scanned twice, first, to trigger possible changes of state due to initiation events (potential pre-RC to active pre-RC) and second, to increment fork positions and trigger changes in state due to the merger of forks (fork termination) or disassembly of pre-RCs by forks. When both forks originating at a given pre-RC site terminated synthesis the state of the pre-RC changed from active to completed. When a fork passed a site with an inactive pre-RC, the state of the latter changed from potential to disassembled. Intermediate states of replicating molecules were recorded at regular intervals or when the percent replication reached that of a combed DNA molecules in the dataset of by forks, so setting the maximum rate at higher values had little or no effect. Thus, the rate of firing of pre-RCs increased continuously during the period that the vast majority of initiations occurred. As described in the text, the DNA combing data did not constrain the density of pre-RCs at the upper bound. The MSD declined until the number of pre-RCs per Mb reached 80 per Mb but remained constant at higher pre-RC densities.
The polymerase usage data were used to optimize the constant C in the function Pr( ) describing the probability of pre-RC assembly at each position in the genome (see above). This constant is the factor that relates the probability of pre-RC assembly to local AT content at positions outside transcription units. The value of C was systematically varied in simulations performed with the optimized values of the firing parameters derived from the DNA combing experiments as described above. A value of C = 21 was obtained at the minimum MSD between the observed rightward fork frequencies across chromosome 2 and those predicted by the simulation. Images of the cells were processed and quantified using FIJI. Well-focused Z sections were selected and projected into a single image by taking the sum. Cell length was measured manually using a well-focused DIC image. The cell periphery was defined using the magic wand tool on the red image (EdU labeled with Alexa Fluor 647). The nuclear periphery was defined using the magic wand tool on the green image (Sytox green DNA stain). Red fluorescence was quantified for 395 mononucleate cells from a population of 500 cells. that newly born cells would be expected to be in G2 phase with a 2 C DNA content. Our model predicts a period of rapid DNA synthesis followed by a long period during which the rate of DNA synthesis is low and declining, suggesting that S phase may extend well into the period generally regarded as G2 phase. The model also predicts that the duration of S phase is heterogeneous in a cell population. To test these predictions, we quantified nascent DNA synthesis from cell birth to M phase by pulse labeling cells with the thymidine analog 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU). After covalently coupling the analog to a fluorophore (5), the incorporation of EdU into DNA was quantified by confocal microscopy. The length of each cell was also measured to determine its age after birth. A. Nuclear EdU signal as a function of cell length. Cells were pulse labeled with EdU for 10 min and the incorporation into nuclear DNA was quantified in mononucleated cells. The cells were binned into length categories spanning 1 µM. The average incorporation into cells of each category (with 95% confidence limits indicated) was plotted against the length at the midpoint of each category. An EdU signal above background can be detected from the birth of the cells until the cells reach a length of at least 10 µM, which corresponds to about 39 minutes after cell birth (see panel E). Thus, taking into account the length of the pulse, the duration of S phase is at least 45 minutes (39 min post birth plus 16 min from onset to birth minus 10 min pulse length) in some cells in the population, confirming the prediction that S phase continues at a low and declining rate long after the burst of DNA synthesis prior to cell birth. It follows that DNA synthesis continues well into the period generally regarded as G2 phase. These results are similar to those of a prior experiment in which S. pombe DNA synthesis was quantified by autoradiographic grain counting (4). B. the fraction of cells that had replicated each 300 bp segment is plotted against the position of the segment. The major peaks of nascent DNA synthesis (efficiencies greater than 15%) described in the origin mapping study of Heichinger, Penkett, Bahler and Nurse (7) are shown as red dots. The data of Heichinger, Penkett, Bahler and Nurse (7) were obtained from cells treated with hydroxyurea to limit fork movement, and DNA contents at various positions in the genome were assessed by hybridization to microarrays of DNA probes with an average interprobe distance of 1.3 kb. 
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